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Science, Art and LiteratureKing Energy

Culture and Political Crisis in Vienna
Russian Energy Policy and Military Power
Since the Roman Empire, leaders have used ideology
to organize the masses and instil amongst them a
common consciousness, and equally to conquer,
assimilate, or repel alternative ideologies. Ideology
has been used to help create, safeguard, expand, or
tear down political communities, states, empires, and
regional or world systems. This book explores the
multiple effects that competing ideologies have had
on the world system for the past 1,700 years: the
author examines the nature and content of
Christianity, Islam, Confucianism, Protestantism,
secularism, balance-of-power doctrine, nationalism,
imperialism, anti-imperialist nationalism, liberalism,
communism, fascism, Nazism, ethno-nationalism, and
transnational radical Islamism; alongside the effects
their originators sought to craft and the consequences
they generated. This book argues that for centuries
world actors have aspired to propagate through the
world arena a structure of meaning that reflected
their own system of beliefs, values and ideas: this
would effectively promote and protect their material
interests, and - believing their system to be superior
to all others – they felt morally obliged to spread it.
Radical transnational Islamism, Hybel argues, is
driven by the same set of goals. This book will be of
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interest to students and scholars of international
politics, international relations theory, history and
political philosophy.

Modernization of the Empire. Social and
cultural aspects of modernization
processes in Russia
Master's Thesis from the year 2010 in the subject
Politics - International Politics - Region: Russia, grade:
A-, Central European University Budapest, language:
English, abstract: The problem of political identity is
one of the most topical issues in constructivist IR
theory. The understanding of identity construction as
well as the adequate interpretation of its foreign
policy implications can help explain the meanings
behind the actions of major international actors. The
work deals with the problem of political identity in
contemporary Russia, by engaging with and
extending the temporal scope of the constructivist
analysis, conducted by Ted Hopf in his book Social
Construction of International Politics. It suggests that
the great projects politics of contemporary Russia,
which is linked to the specificity of its political identity
and seems to be similar to that of the late-Soviet
period, can, in fact, be better understood, if another
work on Russian identity (The Ethics of
Postcommunism: History and Social Praxis in Russia
by Sergei Prozorov) is also taken into account. Hopf’s
analysis, while providing a valuable theoretical
framework and linking the state’s identity to the great
power status, does not trace the evolution of the
latter status and confines itself to two years of
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Russia’s development, namely, 1955 and 1999.
Prozorov’s book, while thoroughly analyzing the
identity of contemporary Russian state, is limited
within the domestic realm and fails to address the
idea of great power, which Hopf believes to be an
integral part of Russian political discourse and which
is possible to interpret, only if the analysis extends
beyond national borders. The research incorporates
Prozorov’s theoretical contribution into the framework
of Hopf, thus merging the mentioned approaches and
making them applicable to the contemporary Russian
condition, both domestically and within IR.

Politics of Energy Dependency
A new look at the different perspectives on energy
security policies of European and Asian countries. The
book explains the reasons for the failure of EU
common energy policies and the deficiencies in the
policies towards Central Asia. It examines Chinese
energy diplomacy, and the possibility of energy
competition and cooperation in Northeast Asia.

Energy Flash
This book offers a comprehensive assessment of the
dynamics driving, and constraining, nuclear power
development in Asia, Europe, and North America,
providing detailed comparative analysis. Starting with
a close examination of the evolution of nuclear
energy in the United States, this work formulates a
socio-political economy theory which highlights the
six factors necessary for embarking on nuclear power
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programs: (1) strong state involvement in guiding
economic growth, (2) centralization of national energy
planning, (3) campaigns to link technological progress
to a national revitalization, (4) influence of
technocratic ideology on policy decisions, (5)
subordination of opposition to political authority, and
(6) low levels of civic activism. The authors verify the
causal properties of these six catalysts for nuclear
power expansion in France as well as the four Asian
countries attempting to embrace it—China, India,
Japan, and South Korea -- and contrast these
examples with three comparatively democratic
countries where nuclear power development has
staggered: Canada, the former Soviet Union, and the
USA. They conclude by discussing what this theory of
nuclear socio-political economy means for developed
and developing countries (such as Australia,
Indonesia or Vietnam) which exhibit the potential for
nuclear development on a major scale. This book will
be of interest to students of energy policy and
security, nuclear proliferation, international security,
global governance and IR in general.

Sex, Politics and Empire
An “extraordinary” and “monumental” exposé of Big
Oil from two-time Pulitzer Prize winner Steve Coll (The
Washington Post) Includes a profile of current
Secretary of State and former chairman and chief
executive of ExxonMobil, Rex Tillerson In this, the first
hard-hitting examination of ExxonMobil—the largest
and most powerful private corporation in the United
States—Steve Coll reveals the true extent of its
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power. Private Empire pulls back the curtain, tracking
the corporation’s recent history and its central role on
the world stage, beginning with the Exxon Valdez
accident in 1989 and leading to the Deepwater
Horizon oil spill in the Gulf of Mexico in 2010. The
action spans the globe—featuring kidnapping cases,
civil wars, and high-stakes struggles at the
Kremlin—and the narrative is driven by larger-thanlife characters, including corporate legend Lee “Iron
Ass” Raymond, ExxonMobil’s chief executive until
2005, and current chairman and chief executive Rex
Tillerson, President-elect Donald Trump's nomination
for Secretary of State. A penetrating, news-breaking
study, Private Empire is a defining portrait of Big Oil in
American politics and foreign policy.

Energy Security
There is an ever-burgeoning number of books
analyzing the Russian experience, or aspects of it.
This Handbook is the first single volume which gives
both a broad survey of the literature as well as
highlighting the cutting edge research in the area.
Through both empirical data and theoretical
investigation each chapter in the Routledge Handbook
Russian of Politics and Society examines both the
Russian experience and the existing literature, points
to research trends, and identifies issues that remain
to be resolved. Offering focused studies of the key
elements of Russian social and political life, the book
is organized into the following broad themes: General
introduction Political institutions Political Economy
Society Foreign Policy Politically, economically, and
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socially, Russia has one of the most interesting
development trajectories of any major country. This
Handbook seeks to answer questions about
democratic transition, the relationship between the
market and democracy, stability and authoritarian
politics, the development of civil society, the role of
crime and corruption, and the creation of a market
economy. Providing a comprehensive resource for
scholars and policy makers alike, this book is an
important contribution to the study of Russian
Studies, Eastern European studies, and International
Relations.

The Political Economy of Russia
What set the United States on the path to developing
commercial nuclear energy in the 1950s, and what
led to the seeming demise of that industry in the late
1970s? Why, in spite of the depletion of fossil fuels
and the obvious dangers of global warming, has the
United States moved so slowly toward adopting
alternatives? In Energy and Empire, George A.
Gonzalez presents a clear and concise argument
demonstrating that economic elites tied their
advocacy of the nuclear energy option to post-1945
American foreign policy goals. At the same time,
these elites opposed government support for other
forms of energy, such as solar, that cannot be
dominated by one nation. While researchers have
blamed safety concerns and other factors as helping
to arrest the expansion of domestic nuclear power
plant construction, Gonzalez points to an entirely
different set of motivations stemming from the loss of
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America’s domination/control of the enrichment of
nuclear fuel. Once foreign countries could enrich their
own fuel, civilian nuclear power ceased to be a lever
the United States could use to economically/politically
dominate other nations. Instead, it became a major
concern relating to nuclear weapons proliferation.

Energy & World Politics
International Politics of Energy
Interdependence
Militainment, Inc.
From the time of Martin Luther's writing of "On War
Against the Turk" in 1529 to American Lutheran
military chaplains serving in the U.S.-led invasion of
Iraq in 2003, Lutheranism has had a symbiotic
relationship with Islam in the Middle East, framed
across cultural and religious borders. There have been
those who have crossed these "borders" to engage in
mission and dialogue. In Piety, Politics, and Power,
David Grafton examines the origins of the American
Lutheran missionary movement in the Middle East,
with a focus on its encounter with Muslims and the
varied Lutheran theological responses toward Islam.
The narrative is placed within historical contexts to
provide an overarching background of Middle Eastern
history and Christian-Muslim Relations. The survey
covers Lutheran missionary communities in Persia,
Iraq, Egypt, Lebanon, and Jerusalem and the West
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Bank, including the work of the Lutherans working for
the American Board of Commissioners for Foreign
Missionaries, the Anglican Church Missionary Society,
the Lutheran Orient Mission, the Lutheran ChurchMissouri Synod, and the Evangelical Lutheran Church
in America. Whether enthusiastic Pietists seeking the
conversion of Muslims and Jews; cautious theologians
in dialogue with Islam, Judaism, or Oriental
Orthodoxy; or social activists working on behalf of
refugees in Egypt and the West Bank, Grafton argues
that these Christian missionaries were all enmeshed
in the politics of the communities in which they lived,
and either contributed to or suffered from the realities
of Middle Eastern and international politics. Given the
current reality of "Pax Americana" in the Middle East,
the author asks the driving question about the role of
American Lutheran missions and Lutheran-Middle
Eastern Muslim dialogue in the age of American
power in the Middle East.

The New Annual Register, Or, General
Repository of History, Politics, and
Literature for the Year
Ecstasy did for house music what LSD did for
psychedelic rock. Now, in Energy Flash, journalist
Simon Reynolds offers a revved-up and passionate
inside chronicle of how MDMA (“ecstasy”) and MIDI
(the basis for electronica) together spawned the
unique rave culture of the 1990s. England, Germany,
and Holland began tinkering with imported Detroit
techno and Chicago house music in the late 1980s,
and when ecstasy was added to the mix in British
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clubs, a new music subculture was born. A longtime
writer on the music beat, Reynolds started
watching—and partaking in—the rave scene early on,
observing firsthand ecstasy’s sense-heightening and
serotonin-surging effects on the music and the scene.
In telling the story, Reynolds goes way beyond
straight music history, mixing social history,
interviews with participants and scene-makers, and
his own analysis of the sounds with the names of key
places, tracks, groups, scenes, and artists. He delves
deep into the panoply of rave-worthy drugs and
proper rave attitude and etiquette, exposing a
nuanced musical phenomenon. Read on, and learn
why is nitrous oxide is called “hippy crack.”

EU Leadership in Energy and
Environmental Governance
The 1935 Government of India Act was arguably the
most significant turning point in the history of the
British administration in India. The intent of the Act, a
proposal for an Indian federation, was the
continuation of British control of India, and the
deflection of the challenge to the Raj posed by
Gandhi, Nehru and the nationalist movement. This
book seeks to understand why British administrators
and politicians believed that such a strategy would
work and what exactly underpinned their reasons. It is
argued that British efforts to defuse and disrupt the
activities of Indian nationalists in the interwar years
were predicated on certain cultural beliefs about
Indian political behaviour and capacity. However, this
was not simply a case of 'Orientalist' policy-making.
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Faced with a complicated political situation, a
staggering amount of information and a constant
need to produce analysis, the officers of the Raj
imposed their own cultural expectations upon events
and evidence to render them comprehensible. Indians
themselves played an often overlooked role in the
formulation of this political intelligence, especially the
relatively few Indians who maintained close ties to the
colonial government such as T.B. Sapru and M.R.
Jayakar. These men were not just mediators, as they
have frequently been portrayed, but were in fact
important tacticians whose activities further
demonstrated the weaknesses of the colonial
information economy. The author employs recently
released archival material, including the Indian
Political Intelligence records, to situate the 1935 Act
in its multiple and overlapping contexts: internal
British culture and politics; the imperial 'information
order' in India; and the politics of Indian nationalism.
This rich and nuanced study is essential reading for
scholars working on British, Indian and imperial
history.

The Politics of the Empire
Energy has been an important element in Moscow’s
quest to exert power and influence in its surrounding
areas both before and after the collapse of the USSR.
With their political independence in 1991, Ukraine,
Belarus, and Lithuania also became, virtually
overnight, separate energy-poor entities heavily
dependent on Russia. This increasingly costly
dependency – and elites’ scrambling over associated
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profits – came to crucially affect not only relations
with Russia, but the very nature of post-independence
state building. The Politics of Energy Dependency
explores why these states were unable to move
towards energy diversification. Through extensive
field research using previously untapped locallanguage sources, Margarita M. Balmaceda reveals a
complex picture of local elites dealing with the
complications of energy dependency and, in the
process, affecting the energy security of Europe as a
whole. A must-read for anyone interested in Eastern
Europe, Russia, and the politics of natural resources,
this book reveals the insights gained by looking at
post-Soviet development and international relations
issues not only from a Moscow-centered perspective,
but from that of individual actors in other states.

Energy and Empire
The modern energy industry grew out of the rubble of
the Middle Ages and the American Civil War. It quickly
grew into a bewildering assemblage not only of
mines, fields, pipelines, utilities and their overlapping
directorates but of public and private policies and
intrigues throughout the world, one broad enough in
scale to rival the most powerful democracies in
determining the ultimate fates of nations. Its priorities
set the stage for the Cold War and the nuclear arms
race. If the industrys rise to power was unexpected by
the traditional establishments of nation and state, its
crash was equally breathtaking, involving actors and
players in unexpected locales and venues, from
backyard inventors to the concrete canyons of Wall
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Street. King Energy is the story of the companies and
personalities that defined the 20th Century and set
the stage for the economic, political and social
agendas leading up to the new millennium.

Social Power in International Politics
This innovative study presents an in-depth political
and sociological analysis of the internal power politics
and imperial forms developed by the Russian neoeurasianists and the neo-conservatives in the United
States. It traces the growth of nationalism and the
concept of 'Empire' in relation to the ideologies and
foreign policy of both Russia and the USA. Beginning
with a genealogy of the two movements, the authors
present the intricacy of imperial rhetoric and
nationalist ideologies in modern states compared with
the distinctive definition of Empire as a politicohistorical form. The extent to which these ideas have
shaped the foreign policy of Russia and the USA is
then related to events in Central Asia, Afghanistan,
Iran, Iraq, Saudi Arabia and Turkey. The analysis of
each case provides a better understanding of the
imperial character of these foreign policies in relation
to their nationalist foundations. The combination of
political theory and geopolitics makes this cuttingedge research a must read to all interested in the
evolving discourse surrounding Empire.

The Politics of Empire
In the year after the September 11, 2001 attacks the
Bush administration put together the elements of a
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far-reaching foreign policy doctrine based on
unilateral action, pre-emptive military strikes, and
prevention of the emergence of any strategic rivals to
U.S. supremacy. Bush's grand strategy was formalized
in a September 17, 2002 presidential report called
The National Security Strategy of the United States of
America. The report argued for pre-emptive strikes
against rogue states and terrorists, even if faced with
international opposition, and for the maintenance of
American military supremacy. Additionally the report
placed the U.S. off-limits to international law,
asserting that the jurisdiction of the International
Criminal Court "does not extend to Americans."
Underlying the Bush doctrine is the notion that the
U.S. must remain the unchallenged power in world
affairs. "The United States possesses unprecedented –
and unequaled – strength and influence in the world,"
the report began. Supremacy involves maintaining
forces that "will be strong enough to dissuade
potential adversaries from pursuing a military buildup in hopes of surpassing, or equaling, the power of
the United States." Many questions are raised by the
trajectory of U.S. policy under George W. Bush. What
is distinctive about the Bush administration's
militarism and unilateralism? What are the political,
ideological, and economic roots of the turn in U.S.
foreign policy under George W. Bush? In what ways
has the "war on terrorism" affected politics inside the
United States in terms of civil liberties, treatment of
immigrants, domestic and economic policy, and
political discourse more generally? The Politics of
Empire examines critically these and other urgent
political and analytical questions. This is a Special
Issue of the Journal New Political Science
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The National Politics of Nuclear Power
Thie books investigates controversies surrounding
prostitution, homosexuality and the age of consent in
the British Empire, and draws conclusions about the
importance of sex as a nexus of imperial power
relations. It will be of particular interest to academics
and students in Geography, History, Postcolonial
Criticism and Gender/Sexuality Studies.

Multitude
Militainment, Inc. offers provocative, sometimes
disturbing insight into the ways that war is presented
and viewed as entertainment—or "militainment"—in
contemporary American popular culture. War has
been the subject of entertainment for centuries, but
Roger Stahl argues that a new interactive mode of
militarized entertainment is recruiting its audience as
virtual-citizen soldiers. The author examines a wide
range of historical and contemporary media examples
to demonstrate the ways that war now invites
audiences to enter the spectacle as an interactive
participant through a variety of channels—from news
coverage to online video games to reality television.
Simply put, rather than presenting war as something
to be watched, the new interactive militainment
presents war as something to be played and
experienced vicariously. Stahl examines the
challenges that this new mode of militarized
entertainment poses for democracy, and explores the
controversies and resistant practices that it has
inspired. This volume is essential reading for anyone
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interested in the relationship between war and media,
and it sheds surprising light on the connections
between virtual battlefields and the international
conflicts unfolding in Iraq and Afghanistan today.

Routledge Handbook of Russian Politics
and Society
Hydro
"A higher education history textbook that focuses on
carbon energy in world history. This is part of the
Roots of Contemporary Issues series"--

Private Empire
This is my 15th philosophy and poetry book. It delves
into the political truths of the modern era that covers
different ideologies and enters the realms of the
spiritual and magical that opens up new insights into
the strategies of the grandmasters of politics. This
book will explain the history of politics of the elites
and their plans of their New World Order. With other
topics included in this book from religion,
existentialism, business and science, there is a
fountain of knowledge for people who want to
understand a universal and coherent philosophy of
politics.

Oil, Power and Empire
In this sequel to Political Radicalism in Late Imperial
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Vienna, John Boyer picks up the history of the
Christian Social movement after founder Karl Lueger's
rise to power in Vienna in 1897 and traces its
evolution from a group of disparate ward politicians,
through its maturation into the largest single party in
the Austrian parliament by 1907, to its major role in
Imperial politics during the First World War. Boyer
argues that understanding the unprecedented
success that this dissident bourgeois political group
had in transforming the basic tenets of political life is
crucial to understanding the history of the Central
European state and the ways in which it was slowly
undermined by popular electoral politics. The
movement's efforts to save the Austrian Empire by
trying to create an economically integrated but
ethnically pluralistic state are particularly
enlightening today in the shadow of ethnic violence in
Sarajevo, where began the end of the Austrian Empire
in 1914. The most comprehensive account of any
mass political movement in late-nineteenth century
Central Europe, this two- volume work is crucial
reading for anyone interested in Hapsburg history,
German history or the history of social democracy.

Ideology in World Politics
The Politics of Nuclear Energy
A fresh assessment of the neoliberal political
economy behind Canadian foreign policy from
Afghanistan to Haiti, Joining Empire establishes
Jerome Klassen as one of the most astute analysts of
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contemporary Canadian foreign policy and its
relationship to US global power. Using empirical data
on production, trade, investment, profits, and foreign
ownership in Canada, as well as a new analysis of the
overlap among the boards of directors of the top 250
firms in Canada and the top 500 firms worldwide,
Klassen argues that it is the increasing integration of
Canadian businesses into the global economy that
drives Canada’s new, increasingly aggressive, foreign
policy. Using government documents, think tank
studies, media reports, and interviews with business
leaders from across Canada, Klassen outlines recent
systematic changes in Canadian diplomatic and
military policy and connects them with the rise of a
new transnational capitalist class. Joining Empire is
sure to become a classic of Canadian political
economy.

Sustainable Energy Pricing
Joining Empire
Social power, defined as "the ability to set standards,
create norms and values that are deemed legitimate
and desirable, without resorting to coercion or
payment", is a central part of contemporary
international politics. This text introduces and defines
the concept of social power and considers how it
works in international politics. It demonstrates how
social power is a complex phenomenon that manifests
itself in a wide variety of ways and circumstances,
particularly in culture, institutions, law, and the
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media. Providing a global perspective on the role of
social power from the EU, the US, the Middle East,
and China, this book: Focuses on the key aspects of
social power: centrality, complexity, and
comprehensiveness. Examines the complex
relationship between soft and hard power, the role of
the media, and new communications technologies.
Explores the interplay between state and non-state
actors in framing the public discourse, setting the
agenda, molding identities, and ultimately
determining the outcome of policy processes.
Features a broad range of international case studies
and addresses issues including: culture and pop
culture, media, public diplomacy, and branding. With
particular focus on the social power of non-state
actors, such as non-governmental organizations, the
media, and consumers, Social Power in International
Politics offers a thought-provoking new perspective on
how power is exercised in the complex reality of the
contemporary world. It will be of particular interest to
students and scholars of international relations,
political science, and media and communications
studies.

Russian Energy Politics in the Baltics,
Poland, and Ukraine
In their international bestseller Empire, Michael Hardt
and Antonio Negri presented a grand unified vision of
a world in which the old forms of imperialism are no
longer effective. But what of Empire in an age of
“American empire”? Has fear become our permanent
condition and democracy an impossible dream? Such
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pessimism is profoundly mistaken, the authors argue.
Empire, by interconnecting more areas of life, is
actually creating the possibility for a new kind of
democracy, allowing different groups to form a
multitude, with the power to forge a democratic
alternative to the present world order.Exhilarating in
its optimism and depth of insight, Multitude
consolidates Hardt and Negri’s stature as two of the
most important political philosophers at work in the
world today.

The Problem of Political Identity - The
Meaning of Great Projects Politics in
Contemporary Russia
Empire and International Order
This edited collection focuses on the impact of the
changing global distribution of power on the EU's
energy policy and ability to project its approach to
energy-related issues abroad. It maps the EU's
changing position on global energy, the impact of
various factors on its energy policy, and its relations
with Russia, China, the USA and Brazil.

The Politics of Nuclear Power
How the U.S. intervention is reshaping the world.

The Saturday Review of Politics,
Literature, Science and Art
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Piety, Politics, and Power
Several individuals noted the potentially important
civilian uses of atomic energy shortly after the
bombings of Hiroshima and Nagasaki in 1945. That
year J. Robert Oppenheimer told a national radio
audience that "in the near future" it would be possible
to generate profitable electric power from "controlled
nuclear chain reaction units" (reactors). It was
suggested that, after fIfteen to twenty-five years of
development, mature nuclear technology could
provide virtually inexhaustible, cheap energy given
the abundance of nuclear fuel. Admiral Lewis Strauss,
the Chairman of the Atomic Energy Commission,
stated that atomic power would generate electricity
"too cheap to meter" (A statement that, according to
Brookhaven National Laboratories' physicist Herbert
Kouts, immediately "caused consternation among his
technical advisors" [Kouts, 1983: 3)). For a brief
period it was thought that airplanes would fly using
atomic power, and homes would install small nuclear
reactors for heat and hot water. 1950s and early
1960s a small number of prototype nuclear In the
reactors came on line in the United States. The first
power plant protoype reactor began operation in
Shippingport, Pennsylvania in 1957. It was followed
by the Dresden 1 unit near Chicago in 1959, the
Yankee plant in Rowe, Massachusetts (1960), and the
Indian Point (New York) and Big Rock Point (Michigan)
plants in 1%2. These five plants had a combined 800
megawatts (800 MW), or less than one generating
capacity ofless than percent of the total American
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electricity generating capacity in 1962.

Saturday Review of Politics, Literature,
Science and Art
"Nothing is going to go wrong." -- Mike Harris, 2001
Privatization of power soon became one of the biggest
political disasters in Ontario history. Hydro reveals a
train wreck that was decades in the making. First
there was blind faith in the nuclear option, steeped in
ecological arrogance. Then came the promise of
marketplace magic. Jamie Swift and Keith Stewart tell
the tale of how it unfolded. It's a dramatic story of the
greed, intrigue, and resistance that led to the
dismantling of Canada's largest crown corporation. A
crucial part of the story is how Ontario ignored thirty
years of green arguments for conservation and
renewable energy. Based on interviews with former
premiers, Hydro insiders, and grassroots activists,
Hydro will intrigue anyone wondering how to keep the
lights on without frying the planet.

Power Politics
This book examines the interplay between energy
policy and security policy under Vladimir Putin, and
his drive to re-establish Russia’s ‘greatness’.
Assessing the internal contradictions of this policy,
the book argues that Russia’s desire to strengthen its
role of ‘energy security’ provider is undermined by its
inability to secure growth in production of oil and gas.
Further, the pressing demand to channel more
resources into the military-industrial complex clashes
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with the growing need to invest in the energy
complex, and the priority granted to strategic forces
deprives the conventional forces of strike power and
strategic mobility. In conclusion, the author
anticipates how these contradictions could be
resolved, and suggests three short scenarios for
Russia’s continuing transition in the next decade. This
book will be of interest to students of Russian politics,
European politics and international security.

Empire, Politics and the Creation of the
1935 India Act
Since the early twentieth century, Americans have
associated oil with national security. From World War I
to American involvement in the Middle East, this
connection has seemed a self-evident truth. But as
Peter A. Shulman argues, Americans had to learn to
think about the geopolitics of energy in terms of
security, and they did so beginning in the nineteenth
century: the age of coal. Coal and Empire insightfully
weaves together pivotal moments in the history of
science and technology by linking coal and steam to
the realms of foreign relations, navy logistics, and
American politics. Long before oil, coal allowed
Americans to rethink the place of the United States in
the world. Shulman explores how the development of
coal-fired, ocean-going steam power in the 1840s
created new questions, opportunities, and problems
for U.S. foreign relations and naval strategy. The
search for coal, for example, helped take Commodore
Matthew Perry to Japan in the 1850s. It facilitated
Abraham Lincoln’s pursuit of black colonization in
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1860s Panama. After the Civil War, it led Americans to
debate whether a need for coaling stations required
the construction of a global island empire. Until 1898,
however, Americans preferred to answer the
questions posed by coal with new technologies rather
than new territories. Afterward, the establishment of
America’s island empire created an entirely different
demand for coal to secure the country’s new colonial
borders, a process that paved the way for how
Americans incorporated oil into their strategic
thought. By exploring how the security dimensions of
energy were not intrinsically linked to a particular
source of power but rather to political choices about
America’s role in the world, Shulman ultimately
suggests that contemporary global struggles over
energy will never disappear, even if oil is someday
displaced by alternative sources of power.

Coal and Empire
Empires have returned as features of the international
scene. With the Cold War's global ideological contest
gone, alternative structures such as the War on Terror
or the Clash of Civilizations losing credibility, and
even the unipolar position of the USA no longer selfevident, the operations of competing empires,
history's best known form of order imposed over
territories and peoples, acquires renewed credibility.
Empire and International Order presents a critical
examination of how useful the concept of empire is
for understanding varieties of international order
across time and place. Original contributions from an
international team of upcoming and distinguished
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scholars analyse a wealth of theoretical approaches
alongside contemporary themes enabling the reader
to understand the desire to shift the ground of
analysis away from the current literature of
immediate issue of the US towards the disciplines of
international relations, politics, and
political/sociological theory.

When Empire Meets Nationalism
The Canadian Magazine of Politics,
Science, Art and Literature
"The petroleum sector is possibly the largest and
most dominant economic sector in the globalized
economy. However, for reasons explored in this book,
although none of the existing economic development
models fit this sector in the past and apply even less
today, no satisfactory alternative has presented itself.
This book highlights the important reasons why
current models fail to predict energy pricing with
reasonable accuracy, and ventures into
environmental and other problems with oil and gas
production and associated economic decisions
mounting across both developed as well as
developing economies"--Provided by publisher.

King Energy
This timely book explores Russia’s political
development since the collapse of the USSR and how
inextricably it has been bound up with economic
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change. Tracing the evolution of Russia’s political
economy, leading scholars consider how it may
continue to develop going forward. They assess the
historical legacies of the Soviet period, showing
how—despite policies implemented after the USSR
dissolved in 1991—there are ongoing bitter battles
over property and state revenues, over land, and over
welfare. The book puts these domestic issues in
international and comparative perspective by
considering Russia’s position in the global economy
and its growing role as a major energy producer.
Focusing especially on the nature and future of
Russian capitalism, the contributors weigh the
political problems that confront Russia in its ongoing
struggle to modernize and develop its economy.
Contributions by: Andrew Barnes, Paul T. Christensen,
Linda J. Cook, Gerald M. Easter, Neil Robinson, Richard
Sakwa, and Stephen K. Wegren.
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